As a circus artist and a circus academic I have eagerly anticipated the release of Cirque Global: Quebec's Expanding Circus Boundaries and it does not disappoint. Cirque Global is the first collection to delve into the complex and diverse range of circus research in Quebec today, and is a direct response to rapid growth in the field of circus studies. Through expertly chosen chapters, contributors explore the multifaceted art form of circus all while linking back to the ways circus has shaped Quebec and Quebec has shaped circus.
The enthusiasm editors Louis Patrick Leroux and Charles R. Baston have for circus is infectious. In Leroux's introduction he takes a moment to reflect on the ways in which excitement for circus scholarship has grown in both numbers of scholars and scope of research. A concrete example of this growth is the Montreal Working Group on Circus Research (of which Leroux is the founder). What started off as six scholars has evolved into an international, interdisciplinary network of over 200 academics, students, artists, coaches, and writers. Leroux notes that the emergence of circus studies as a field is in large part due to researchers from different backgrounds meeting to share their multidisciplinary research. Because of this transdisciplinary history, Leroux explicitly states that imposing an overarching methodological framework on circus studies would be detrimental to the field. As a result, there is a diverse range of authors in Cirque Global that reflects a network of people who are passionate about circus research. Throughout the book we find Francophone and Anglophone authors, established academics, doctoral students and recent graduates, critics, historians, artistic directors, librarians, and coaches who unpack why and how circus and Quebec have become synonymous on a Cirque Global includes fifteen chapters separated into five sections. The first section, "Quebec on Planet Circus," takes on historical aspects of Quebec circus. In "The Quebecois Circus in the Concert of Nations: Exchange and Transversality" circus historian Pascal Jacob provides a concise history of the global rise of Quebec circus. Jacob offers two important dates: 1984, the year Cirque du Soleil was founded, and 2002, a year in which other Quebec circus companies-such as Cirque Eos, Cirque Eloize and Les 7 Doights de la Main-were flourishing and demonstrating that the future of Quebec circus does not have to be tied to Cirque du Soleil. However, in order to fully speak to current trends there is a need to deconstruct how we have arrived at the existing cultural and economic landscape of Quebec circus-a landscape that is defined by the ubiquitous behemoth that is Cirque du Soleil. As a result, Cirque du Soleil is actively discussed in a majority of the contributions, an abundance that can become repetitive. For example, we are told the rags to riches history of how a motley group of street performers became the world's most famous circus repeatedly throughout the book. Yet, with over thirty years of history, there is a lot to say about the Cirque du Soleil empire and how their decisions shape Quebec circus. So while it may be a bit exhausting to have so many articles dissecting Cirque du Soleil, the multitude of artistic, cultural, and economic lenses through which Cirque du Soleil's impact on circus can be examined and critiqued is illuminating.
The Cirque du Soleil infused chapters explore how aesthetics, culture, and economics collide. Erin Hurley's "The Multiple Bodies of Cirque du Soleil"-originally published in French in 2008-centres on the exceptional body of the Cirque du Soleil performer-a body that transverses character, performer, and flesh. Hurley includes examples of performers in classic Cirque du Soleil shows such as Quidam, Alegria and KOOZA-productions that exemplify how Cirque du Soleil places bodies performing spectacular feats of strength and flexibility into imaginary worlds that do not conform to a specific cultural location. As Cirque du Soleil creates new work, these global fantasy worlds continue to be queried. Karen Fricker's "'Somewhere between Science and Legend': Images of Indigeneity in Robert Lepage and Cirque du Soleil's Totem" does just that. Totem was intended to be Cirque du Soleil and famed director Robert Lepage's poetic take on Indigenous world views. In deconstructing this performance, Fricker articulates a number of questions that arise when Cirque du Soleil's metaphorical worlds play alongside literal cultural performances such as that of Hopi Tewa hoop dancer Nakotah Larance. While discussing the role of Indigenous performers in Totem, Fricker elaborates on Hurley's discussion of circus bodies and the tensions that mount when these bodies are placed in a specific cultural context. Cirque Global also takes on tensions found outside the circus tent. In a second contribution, Hurley steps away from the production and into the reception of Cirque du Soleil. She argues that the audience of a Cirque du Soleil show is the recipient of a performance service that, "is a form of emotional labour where its aesthetic elements and narrative through-lines provoke, organize, and authenticate affective experience" (73). Hurley uses the language of "performer services" to deconstruct how Cirque du Soleil provides a lush visual and sonic performance experience for its audiences-which is also a means of monetary gain for the organization and relies on precarious labour conditions for its contract employees, including the performers. In Isabelle Mahy's illuminating chapter she addresses the tensions between artistic and managerial employees of Cirque du Soleil. The 2001-02 Complexe Cirque project was a plan to build a Montreal-based Cirque du Soleil artistic and administrative headquarters that would extend the performance experience into a world class hotel/spa/art gallery/restaurant/theatre managed by Cirque du Soleil and its partners. Mahy presents an ethnographic case study accompanied by a series of easy to follow charts that identify the ways in which the goals of the circus artists and circus managers were at odds throughout the planning stages. Ultimately the Complexe Cirque project was abandoned but it provides a fascinating case study on how stakeholders navigate performance services.
Leaving the geographic borders of Quebec, Susan Bennett's excellent "Circus and Gentrification" critiques how the choice of where to present a Cirque du Soleil performance can profoundly impact cities and neighbourhoods. Through three captivating case studies of communities, Bennett describes how the imprint of the Cirque to Soleil brand has consequences on neighbourhoods after the circus has left town. In the examples of Portland, Oregon and Vancouver, British Columbia Bennett describes how touring Cirque du Soleil shows have been used to speed up revitalization in previously underdeveloped areas. These examples contrast with Iris in Los Angles, which was intended to be in residence at the Kodak/Dolby Theatre for upwards of a decade. However, not even a Cirque du Soleil show-which prematurely closed-could convince audiences that the theatre's neighbourhood was desirable after dark.
The article in Cirque Global that best embodies the book's subtitle is Tracy Y. Zhang's "The Chinese Connection: The Transnational Origins of Quebecois Circus Arts." In a meticulous and informative chapter, Zhang introduces how Chinese and Quebec circus histories have impacted the economy, culture, and politics in profound ways. Zhang beautifully draws the pathways in which Chinese and Quebec circus are linked and the global effects implicit in this history. This chapter is unique in the book as it is the only one that draws links between Quebec circus and nonWestern sites. I look forward to more of these kinds of inquiries as circus studies continues to grow.
In addition, as stated earlier, I hope we will see more research on the impact of recreational and social circus. In Cirque Global the closest we get to this discussion is Jennifer Beth Spiegel's "Singular Bodies, Collective Dreams: Socially Engaged Circus Arts and the 'Quebec Spring.'" Spiegel connects the trajectory of Quebec's circus history to acts of protest art in the 2012 Quebec student movement. This is an eye-opening example of the synergy between Quebec politics and Quebec circus. Throughout Spiegel's chapter we see how both the ideals and aesthetics of grassroots circus appear in various sites in Quebec-from protest in ctr 173 winter 2018
Raising the Tent on Circus Research | VIEWS AND REVIEWS the streets to grassroots festivals like Carnival Carmagnole to the paid circus stage. An example of the latter occurred in 7 Doights de la Main's performance Intersection (2014) when performers banged on kitchen dishes with spoons-an action reminiscent of the casserole protests in the student movement. Spiegel concludes by reflecting on a mutually informing ecology in Quebec circus in which we see "the professional circus helping to fund social circus initiatives, the social circus feeding the alternative circus scene, and the alternative circus reminding artists of the relationship between their art and the broader sociopolitical context in which they create" (283). It is this layering of influence across economic, cultural, geographic, and aesthetic boundaries that makes the evolution of circus fascinating to me as a viewer of circus performance, practitioner of circus arts and scholar of circus studies. Cirque Global makes an excellent foundation for circus research-and will definitely influence this field as it evolves not only in Quebec but all across Canada.
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